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ABSTRACT

Attributed networks are pervasive in numerous of high-impact 
domains. As opposed to conventional plain networks where only 
pairwise node dependencies are observed, both the network topol-
ogy and node attribute information are readily available on at-
tributed networks. More often than not, the nodal attributes are 
depicted in a high-dimensional feature space and are therefore 
notoriously difficult to tackle due to the curse of dimensionality. 
Additionally, features that are irrelevant to the network structure 
could hinder the discovery of actionable patterns from attributed 
networks. Hence, it is important to leverage feature selection to find 
a high-quality feature subset that is tightly correlated to the net-
work structure. Few of the existing efforts either model the network 
structure at a macro-level by community analysis or directly make 
use of the binary relations. Consequently, they fail to exploit the 
finer-grained tie strength information for feature selection and may 
lead to suboptimal results. Motivated by the sociology findings, in 
this work, we investigate how to harness the tie strength informa-
tion embedded on the network structure to facilitate the selection 
of relevant nodal attributes. Methodologically, we propose a prin-
cipled unsupervised feature selection framework ADAPT to find 
informative features that can be used to regenerate the observed 
links and further characterize the adaptive neighborhood structure 
of the network. Meanwhile, an effective optimization algorithm 
for the proposed ADAPT framework is also presented. Extensive 
experimental studies on various real-world attributed networks 
validate the superiority of the proposed ADAPT framework.
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1 INTRODUCTION

It is a booming trend to model myriad of real-world information
networks (e.g., social media networks, academic collaboration net-
works, and cellular networks) as attributed networks. The reason
is ascribed to the fact that such networks often have rich accom-
panying features delineating the properties or characteristics of
nodes, in addition to the raw network topology. For example, in
parallel with the widely observed friendship relations, user profile
information such as interests and demographic information are also
readily available in social media platforms. Recent studies [18, 29]
verified the existence of statistical dependencies (a.k.a. autocorrela-
tions) between the attributes of linked nodes, and the presence of
autocorrelations offers a unique opportunity to improve the learn-
ing performance of various graph mining tasks, ranging from node
classification, community detection to link prediction.

Most, if not all, of the current studies on attributed networks,
make use of all the given attributes [3, 15, 31]. However, the illusion
that all attributes are complementary for the network structure
information will break when the node attributes are in a high-
dimensional space, as a number of noisy, irrelevant, and redundant
attributes might be included. For example, social media platforms
are swarming with low-quality user-generated content, and appar-
ently, not all attributes could be leveraged for learning. Furthermore,
such high-dimensional features pose additional challenges to the
underlying learning algorithms due to the curse of dimensional-
ity [7, 13]. Feature selection [21] has long been regarded as a very
powerful tool to alleviate the curse of dimensionality. Given a spe-
cific target, it attempts to select a subset of high-quality features
from the original high-dimensional feature space before performing
further analytical or predictive tasks. In a supervised setting, the
target can be specified as finding relevant features to discriminate
instances from different classes [21]. As in the case of attributed net-
works, label information of nodes is both time and labor consuming
to collect. In this regard, it is more desired to study unsupervised
feature selection on attributed networks.

Without the guidance of label information, the task is shifted
to find relevant features that are tightly correlated to the network
topology. For example, one family of existing methods [24, 34]
model the network structure at a macro-level through community
analysis and then regard the node-community assignment as con-
straints to enable the probe of relevant features. However, it is often
argued that these algorithms fail to exploit the fine-grained link in-
formation, and the involved matrix operations hinder their practical
usage on large-scale networks. The other family of methods [37, 38]
model the network information at a micro-level by preserving the
partial-order node relations. A fundamental assumption behind
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these algorithms is that connected nodes are more similar than
non-connected nodes and an informative feature should be able
to differentiate these two groups. These attempts, however, over-
whelmingly focus on binary relations (e.g., coauthors or not) among
nodes which only yield a coarse indication of the heterogeneity
of relations. As indicated by tie strength theories [10, 11, 39], the
strength of links could vary remarkably over the full spectrum (e.g.,
from close friends to acquaintances), thus treating all links equally
may result in the selection of a suboptimal feature set. For example,
in academic collaboration networks, informative features such as
research interests should not only be able to make a distinction
between coauthors and non-coauthors but also should distinguish
collaborators with strong ties from the ones with weak ties.

Despite the fundamental importance of quantifying the hetero-
geneity of tie strength, the development of a sophisticated learning
framework which can adaptively infer the tie strength for unsuper-
vised feature selection is still in its infancy. On account of this, we
explore the link information at a finer granularity and investigate
how to exploit the adaptive neighborhood structure around each
node1 to obtainmore relevant features on attributed networks. How-
ever, it remains a daunting task, mainly because of the following
challenges: (1) According to the dyadic hypothesis in sociology [11],
the strength of a tie is largely determined by the similarity of the
two end nodes, which can be estimated from the node attribute
information. Hence, the natural question is how to leverage node
attribute information to find the adaptive neighborhood structure
around each node? (2) As mentioned previously, informative fea-
tures should differentiate node pairs with different levels of tie
strength over the whole spectrum, then the second question is how
to seamlessly incorporate the adaptive neighborhood characteriza-
tion into feature selection? To tackle these challenges, we propose a
novel adaptive unsupervised feature selection framework ADAPT.
The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows:
• We systematically examine the fundamental significance
of performing unsupervised feature selection on attributed
networks and analyze the limitations of existing efforts.
• We propose a principled way to characterize the optimal
adaptive neighborhood structure around each node for un-
supervised feature selection on attributed networks.
• We present an effective optimization algorithm for the pro-
posed unsupervised feature selection framework ADAPT.
• We empirically show the effectiveness of the proposed frame-
work by carrying out extensive empirical studies on various
real-world attributed networks.

2 PROBLEM DEFINITION

We use bold uppercase characters for matrices (e.g., A), bold lower-
case characters for vectors (e.g., a), and normal lowercase characters
for scalars (e.g., a). Also, we represent the i-th element of vector a
as ai , the i-the row of matrix A as Ai∗, the j-the column of matrix
A as A∗j , the (i, j )-th entry of matrix A as Ai j , the transpose of
A as AT . We use diag(a) to denote the diagonalization of vector
a. Meanwhile, 1 denotes a vector whose elements are all 1. The

1In this work, adaptive neighborhood structure around a node v implies that the links
initiated from the node v to other nodes are of different levels of tie strength.

Notations Definitions or Descriptions
n number of nodes
d number of original features
k number of selected features
c number of pseudo labels
F original feature set
S selected feature set
vi the i-th node on the attributed network

xi ∈ Rd feature vector of node vi
X ∈ Rn×d feature matrix of all n nodes

A ∈ {0, 1}n×n adjacency matrix of the attributed network
ai ∈ Rn tie strength vector for node vi

Ωi constraint on ai
w ∈ {0, 1}d the selection indicator vector
N (vi ) neighbors of vi

Table 1: Symbols.

ℓ2-norm of a vector a ∈ Rd is ∥a∥2 =
√
aT a. The ℓ1-norm of a ∈ Rd

is ∥a∥1 =
∑d
i=1 |ai |. The main symbols are summarized in Table 1.

Definition 2.1. (Attributed Networks): An attributed network
G = (V, E,X) consists of - (1) V : the set of nodes (n = |V |); (2)
E ∈ V ×V : the set of edges (e = |E |); and (3) the node attributes
X = [x1, x2, ..., xn]T , where xi ∈ Rd (i = 1, ...,n) is the attribute
information of the i-th node.

With the definition of attributed networks, we now formally
define the studied problem as follows.

Problem 1. (Unsupervised Feature Selection on Attributed
Networks): Given an attributed network G, the problem of unsuper-
vised feature selection on attributed networks aims to select a subset of
k featuresS from the original d-dimensional feature space F (k ≪ d)
which are the most tightly correlated to the network structure. In par-
ticular, we assume that the selected features are encoded in a feature
indicator vector w ∈ {0, 1}d such that 1Tw = k , wherewi = 1 if the
i-th feature is included in S; otherwisewi = 0.

Next, we will introduce the proposed framework which finds
the optimal adaptive neighborhood structure around each node
for unsupervised feature selection on attributed networks. We use
features and attributes interchangeably in the remaining parts.

3 THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

In this section, we present the proposed framework of adaptive
unsupervised feature selection on attributed networks - ADAPT.

As the main focus on this work is to make the nodal features
interact synergistically with the network topology, the observed
features can be employed to obtain the adaptive neighborhood struc-
ture around each node such that the heterogeneity of tie strength
can be well characterized. To find a subset of the most informative
features, we assume that the network structure can be regenerated
(i.e., network reconstruction) through these informative features
via a probabilistic framework. At last, to capture the inherent corre-
lation between network structure and node attributes, we impose
a constraint on the network reconstruction process to ensure that
it preserves the adaptive neighborhood structure measured by the
tie strength. An illustration of these three aforementioned steps of
ADAPT is shown in Figure 1. In the following parts of this paper,
we will elaborate on these three phases in details.
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network reconstruction
feature subset 

adaptive neighborhood characterization

minimize    the difference

Figure 1: An illustration of the proposed framework -

ADAPT. In the above depicted attributed network, we make

use of the observed features to characterize the adaptive

neighborhood structure around each node. The features

f2 and f4 are selected as relevant features as they can be

exploited to maximize the probability of observed links

(a.k.a. network reconstruction). To capture the correlation

between node attributes and network structure, we impose

a constraint to minimize the difference between the proba-

bilistic distributions from the aforementioned two phases.

3.1 Characterizing the Adaptive Neighborhood

As mentioned previously, existing methods either exploit the links
at the community level or treat all links equally as binary relations.
Hence, they fail to capture the finer-grained tie strength for feature
selection. First, we embark on the definition of the adaptive neigh-
borhood structure around each node, which is used to represent
the heterogeneity of tie strength over its full spectrum.

Definition 3.1. (Adaptive Neighborhood Structure): Given an
attributed network G , the adaptive neighborhood structure around
a particular node vi is encoded in the tie strength vector ai =
[ai1, ...ain]T ∈ Rn with the following constraints: (i) 1T ai = 1; (ii)
ai j ≥ 0, ∀vj ∈ N (vi ); (iii) ai j = 0, ∀vj < N (vi ). We denote the
constraint that is imposed on ai as Ωi .

The above definition implies that if node vj is not directly con-
nected with nodevi , then the tie strength between them is specified
as 0. Otherwise, we adaptively quantify the tie strength of existing
links from node vi to ensure the summation of their tie strengths
equals to 1. Next, we will investigate how to characterize the tie
strength vector ai for each node vi on the attributed network.

The proposed adaptive neighborhood characterization frame-
work is motivated by the findings in sociology, especially the dyadic
hypothesis [11]. Specifically, it insinuates that the strength of a tie
is largely determined by how similar the characteristics of two end
nodes are, which in fact, can be further modeled as a hidden effect
of the nodal attribute similarity [39]. However, characterizing the
adaptive neighborhood structure from the attribute information
has its unique challenges. Firstly, as label information in attributed
networks is both time and labor intensive to acquire, we are in
short of reliable ground truths to measure whether a node pair is in-
deed similar or not. Second, for each individual in the network, the
number of its strongly connected nodes and the number of weakly
connected nodes could differ remarkably. Hence, it necessitates a
principled solution that can find the optimal number of neighbors
for each node in the adaptive neighborhood characterization phase.

To tackle this problem, we introduce the concept of pseudo class
labels to portray the characteristics of nodes. For example, pseudo
labels can imply the interests or political polarizations of users in

a social network or the research areas of scholars in an academic
collaboration network. For each node vi , we use yi ∈ {0, 1}c to
denote its pseudo class label vector (c is the number of pseudo
classes) and we assume it can be obtained by applying a mapping
function f (.) : Rd → Rc on its feature vector xi :

yi = f (xi ) + ϵi (∀i = 1, ...,n), (1)
where ϵi ∈ R (i = 1, ...,n) are assumed to be the independent noisy
terms. We also assume f (xi ) is a Lipschitz continuous function [19,
42] such that for a given node pairvi andvj , it holds that | f (xi )k −
f (xj )k | ≤ L.d (xi , xj ) for any pseudo class label k , where L ≥ 0 is
referred to as a Lipschitz constant, d (., .) is a predefined distance
function, and f (x)k denotes the k-th entry of f (x).

With the concept of pseudo labels, we can characterize the adap-
tive neighborhood structure around each node. Specifically, we
assume that the pseudo label of each nodevi (i = 1, ...,n) can be esti-
mated via a weighted average of the noisy pseudo labels of its neigh-
bors on the attributed network. Let the estimated pseudo class label
vector of node vi be f̂ (xi ), then it holds that f̂ (xi ) ≈

∑n
j=1 ai jyj .

More concretely, to obtain the optimal weight vector ai , we can
minimize the Manhattan distance2 between the estimator and the
ground truth pseudo class label (without noise) as:

min ∥
n∑
j=1

ai jyj − f (xi )∥1 s.t. ai ∈ Ωi , (∀i = 1, ...,n). (2)

where Ωi denotes the constraint of ai as mentioned before. The
above formulation enables to adaptively find the adaptive neigh-
borhood structure around node vi . In particular, the node vj has a
stronger tie with node vi (w.r.t. the pseudo label estimation) if the
corresponding value ai j is higher, and vice versa. It is also in line
with the dyadic hypothesis [11] as higher nodal attribute similarity
implies similar pseudo labels, which leads to stronger tie strength.
3.2 Reconstruct the Network

Our target is to find a subset of features S that are the most tightly
correlated to the network structure, thus we assume that the ob-
served links E on the network can be reconstructed from the feature
subset S. We first define how to measure the node similarity w.r.t.
a subset of informative features S.

Definition 3.2. (Node Similarity w.r.t. S): Given a feature sub-
set S and the corresponding feature indicator vector w ∈ {0, 1}d ,
the node similarity between two nodes vi and vj on the attributed
network G is defined as si j = xTi diag(w)xj .

From a generative point of view, given the node vi , we assume
that the probability of an edge (e.g., (vi ,vj )∈ E) can be decided by
quantifying how similar the two end nodes vi and vj are in the
feature space S. Specifically, we refer the nodevi as the source node
and the node vj as the target node, and the target node vj is treated
as in the context of the source node vi . Then for each observed
link (vi ,vj ) ∈ E, the probability that vj is in the context of vi is
determined by the softmax function as follows:

p (vj |vi ) =
exp(si j )∑n

m=1 exp(sim )
=

exp(xTi diag(w)xj )∑n
m=1 exp(x

T
i diag(w)xm )

. (3)

2We choose to use the Manhattan distance for the sake of simplicity, but it can be
extended to other distance measures.
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From the above formulation we can observe that the more similar
nodevj and nodevi is in the feature spaceS, the more likely we can
reconstruct the observed link (vi ,vj ) ∈ E. In other words, given
the source node vi , the above softmax function actually defines
the conditional distribution vector pi = [p (v1 |vi ), ...,p (vn |vi )]T ,
which measures the probability of observed links that are initiated
from vi on the attributed network.

3.3 Capturing the Correlation between

Network Structure and Node Attributes

We have shown that the role of the observed features F is to quan-
tify the tie strength of observed links to obtain the optimal adaptive
neighborhood structure, while the informative feature subset S
can be used to reconstruct the original network structure. To fur-
ther capture the inherent correlation between node attributes and
network structure, for each node vi , we enforce its conditional
distribution vector pi = [p (v1 |vi ), ...,p (vn |vi )]T to preserve the
optimal adaptive neighbor structure specified by the tie strength
vector ai . This target can be achieved by minimizing the KL diver-
gence [17] between the distributions pi and ai . By summing up the
KL divergence for all nodes, we obtain the following problem:

min
n∑
i=1

γiDKL (ai | |pi )

s.t. 1Tw = k ; wm ∈ {0, 1}, (∀m = 1, ...,d ).
(4)

In the above equation, γi is introduced to show the prestige of
node vi , and its value can be determined by various node centrality
measures such as degree centrality and PageRank [43]. We can
further expand the above objective function value as follows:∑

(i, j )∈E

γiai j log(ai j ) −
∑

(i, j )∈E

γiai j logp (vi |vj ). (5)

In the above equation, the computation of the conditional probabil-
ity p (vj |vi ) is very expensive due to the summation of all possible
terms∑nm=1 exp(xTi diag(w)xm ) in the denominator of the softmax
function, especially when the number of nodes n is large. To ad-
dress this issue, we make use of the negative sampling approach
proposed in [28] to reformulate the optimization problem in Eq. (4):

min
∑

(i, j )∈E

γiai j log(ai j )

−
∑

(i, j )∈E

γiai j
(
logσ (si j ) +

K∑
m=1
Evm∼Pv [logσ (−sim )]︸                                            ︷︷                                            ︸
Θi j

)

s.t. 1Tw = k ; wm ∈ {0, 1}, (∀m = 1, ...,d ).

(6)

where σ (x ) = 1/(1 + e−x ) is the sigmoid function, and K is the
number of negative samples. Given the node vi , the task now is to
distinguish its neighborhood nodesvj from otherK nodes randomly
drawn from the noisy distribution Pv . In other words, we attempt
to upweight the similarity of connected nodes vi and vj while
downweight the similarity between vi and a randomly selected
node vm . Specifically, we follow [28, 36] to set Pv proportional to
the node degree distribution raised to the power of 3/4.

The optimization problem in Eq. (6) is NP-hard due to the discrete
nature of w. To address this issue, we relax the discrete constraint

on w by reformulating it as a real-valued vector in the range of
[0, 1] [38]. Furthermore, we rewrite the constraint 1Tw = k in the
Lagrangian, resulting in the following optimization problem:

min
∑

(i, j )∈E

γiai j log(ai j ) −
∑

(i, j )∈E

γiai jΘi j + α ∥w∥1

s.t. 0 ≤ wm ≤ 1 (∀m = 1, ...,d ),
(7)

where α controls the sparsity of feature indicator vector w.
To summarize, the adaptive neighborhood structure around each

nodevi is in the form of the tie strength vector ai . It can be learned
from Eq. (2) and is related to two variables (or functions) - the
mapping function f (.), and the noisy pseudo class label yi . Also,
we assume that the probability of observed links is determined
by the node similarity in the feature space S and we enforce the
probability of target nodes in the context of the source node to
preserve the adaptive neighborhood structure measured by the tie
strength vector. Concretely, weminimize the KL divergence of these
two probabilistic distributions, i.e., the probability of observed links
and the adaptive neighborhood structure. In this way, the adaptive
neighborhood structure acts as a bridge to capture the correlation
between node attributes and network structure.

4 THE OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK

In this section, we discuss how to obtain the adaptive neighborhood
structure ai for each node vi and the feature indicator vector w.

4.1 Learning the Adaptive Neighborhood

First, we learn the optimal adaptive neighborhood structure ai for
each node vi through Eq. (2). However, the update of the adaptive
neighborhood structure ai is difficult as ai is related to the mapping
function f (.) and the noisy pseudo class label yi . In unsupervised
feature selection, both f (.) and yi are unknown. Meanwhile, the
constraint Ωi on ai further complicates the optimization problem
on ai . Following [2], we reformulate the optimization problem in
Eq. (2) into the following problem which yields an upper bound
guarantee of high confidence:

min
ai
∥ai ∥2 +M

n∑
j=1

ai jd (xj , xi ), s.t. ai ∈ Ωi , (8)

whereM is a positive constant. The Lagrangian of the above prob-
lem is as follows:

L = ∥ai ∥2 + aTi ui + λ(1 −
n∑
j=1

ai j )

−
∑

vj ∈N (vi )

θ jai j +
∑

vj<N (vi )

ηjai j ,
(9)

where ui = [M .d (x1, xi ), ...,M .d (xn , xi )]T . The parameters λ ∈ R,
ηj ∈ R (∀vj < N (vi )) and θ j ≥ 0 (∀vj ∈ N (vi )) are the Lagrange
multipliers. As Eq. (8) is convex, thus any solution that satisfies
the KKT condition [5] guarantees a global optimum. By setting the
derivative of the Lagrangian w.r.t. ai to zero, we obtain:

ai j

∥ai ∥2
=

{
λ + θ j − ui j , ∀vj ∈ N (vi )
λ − ηj − ui j , ∀vj < N (vi ).

(10)
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Let a∗i be the optimal solution, according to the complementary
slackness condition, for any a∗i j > 0, we obtain the following:

a∗i j/∥a
∗
i ∥2 = λ − ui j . (11)

And the optimal solution of a∗i is given as follows:

a∗i j =
{λ − ui j } · 1{λ > ui j }∑n
j=1{λ − ui j } · 1{λ > ui j }

, (12)

for ∀vj ∈ N (vi ), where 1(.) is an indicator function. According to
the definition of ai , it has a cutoff effect as ai j = 0 if vj < N (vi ). In
addition to that, it can be observed that ai also has a cutoff effect
for vj ∈ N (vi ) when the condition λ > ui j is satisfied. In other
words, for each node vi , there exists 0 ≤ k∗i ≤ |N (vi ) | such that
only the tie strengths to these k∗i neighbors are nonzero. Without
the loss of generality, we assume that for each node vi , the index
of the other nodes are ordered in an ascending order w.r.t. ui j , then
by squaring and summing Eq. (12) over all nonzero entries in a∗i
and solving the equation, we have:

λ =
1
k∗i

( k∗i∑
i=1

ui j +

√√√√√
(

k∗i∑
j=1

ui j )2 − k∗i

k∗i∑
j=1

u2i j + k
∗
i

)
. (13)

Following [2], a greedy algorithm is leveraged to add neighbors vj
of node vi according to the value of ui j until the optimal number
of neighbors k∗i is fulfilled (until the condition λ > ui j does not
hold any more). From Eq. (12), we can find the optimal solution a∗i j
is closely related to ui j , while ui j is proportional to the distance
between nodevi andvj in the observed features F . In other words,
the optimal adaptive neighborhood structure can be obtained from
the original feature space F in a greedy manner.

4.2 Learning the Feature Indicator Vector

In the previous subsection, we have discussed how to obtain the
formulation of the adaptive neighborhood structure ai (i = 1, ...,n)
for each node on the attributed network. To update the feature
indicator vector w, we plug the optimal solution of a∗i into Eq. (7),
resulting in the following optimization problem:

min
w

∑
(i, j )∈E

γia
∗
i j log(a

∗
i j ) −

∑
(i, j )∈E

γia
∗
i jΘi j + α ∥w∥1

s.t. 0 ≤ wm ≤ 1 (∀m = 1, ...,d ).
(14)

We apply projected stochastic gradient descent method to op-
timize the above objective function. Specifically, at each step, we
sample a mini-batch of edges and then update the feature indicator
vector w. Suppose the edge (vi ,vj ) is sampled, then the objective
function in Eq. (14) is reduced to:

L (i, j ) =γia
∗
i j log(a

∗
i j )︸          ︷︷          ︸

L1 (i, j )

+ (−γia
∗
i j logσ (si j ))︸                ︷︷                ︸
L2 (i, j )

+ (−γia
∗
i j

K∑
m=1
Evm∼Pv [logσ (−sim )])︸                                        ︷︷                                        ︸
L3 (i, j )

+α ∥w∥1.
(15)

In the above formulation, the first term L1 (i, j ) is independent
of the feature indicator vector w, while the partial derivative of

L2 (i, j ), and L3 (i, j ) w.r.t.wk can be calculated as follows:
∂L2 (i, j )
∂wk

= −γia
∗
i j (1 − σ (si j ))xikx jk

∂L3 (i, j )
∂wk

= γia
∗
i j

K∑
m=1
Evm∼Pv σ (sim )xikxmk .

(16)

Normally, the ℓ1-norm regularization term on w is not smooth
and its derivative is not achievable everywhere over its feasible
region. However, as we relax the constraint on w to make it in
the range of [0,1], the partial derivative of α ∥w∥1 w.r.t.wk is α . To
summarize, we have:

∂L (ij )

∂wk
=
∂L2 (i, j )
∂wk

+
∂L3 (i, j )
∂wk

+ α . (17)

With the partial derivative, the update step ofwk is given as follows:

wk ← P
[
wk − ρ

∂L (ij )

∂wk

]
, (18)

where P[x] is a box projection operation which maps x ∈ R in the
bounded region of [0,1]. Specifically, if 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, then P[x] = x ;
and if x > 1, then P[x] = 1; otherwise if x < 0, then P[x] =
0. Meanwhile, ρ is the learning rate, and in practice, it can be
adaptively adjusted to facilitate the convergence [4].

Algorithm 1 The proposed ADAPT framework.
Input: Attributed network G = (V, E,X), the number desired

features k , parameters α , andM .
Output: The top-k ranked features.
1: Initialize the feature indicator vector w;
2: Update ai via the greedy algorithm in Section 4.1 (∀i = 1, ...,n);
3: for epoch = 1 :maxepoch do

4: for batch = 1 : numbatch do

5: Sample a mini-batch of edges and negative samples;
6: Updatewk (∀k = 1, ...,d) according to Eq. (18) ;
7: end for

8: end for

9: Rank features according to the entries in w.

Summary: Now we summarize the proposed optimization algo-
rithm for the developed adaptive unsupervised feature selection
framework. At the very beginning, we initialize the feature indi-
cator vector w and update the adaptive neighborhood structure
ai (i = 1, ...,n) for all nodes via the greedy algorithm in Section
4.1; then we sample a mini-batch of edges and a number of nega-
tive samples to update the feature indicator vector w through pro-
jected stochastic gradient descent, where the update rule is given
in Eq. (18). The detailed pseudocode is illustrated in Algorithm 1.
Time Complexity Analysis: As previously discussed, we first
make use of the observed features to update the tie strength vec-
tor ai for each node. The complexity of updating ai is O (ki +
d |N (vi ) |+ |N (vi ) | log |N (vi ) |), where ki denotes the optimal num-
ber of neighbors for node vi on the attributed network. Then in
each epoch, we update the feature indicator vectorw by sampling a
mini-batch of edges and the negative samples. For each epoch, the
complexity of updating w is O (edK ) +

∑n
i=1O (dki |N (vi ) |). The

negative sampling in each epoch takesO (e ) with the alias table [20].
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5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS

In this section, we perform experiments on real-world attributed
networks of various types to validate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed ADAPT framework. We first introduce the datasets and ex-
perimental settings before presenting details of the experiments.

5.1 Datasets

In the experiments, we collect four widely used real-world attrib-
uted networks Wiki, BlogCatalog, Flickr, and ACM [16, 23, 40].
Wiki: Wiki is a collection of Wikipedia documents that are inher-
ently connected with each other via hyperlinks. Each document is
categorized into a number of predefined classes. The dataset con-
tains 2,405 Wikipedia documents from 19 different classes. Each
document is described by 4,973-dimensional TFIDF features. In to-
tal, there are 12,178 hyperlinks among these Wikipedia documents.
BlogCatalog: BlogCatalog is a social blogging website where users
follow each other and post blogs with certain categories. The tags
of the blogs posted by users are taken as the features while the
main category of blogs by the users is regarded as the ground truth
label. In the dataset, we have 5,196 users, 171,743 social relations,
8,189 features and 6 categories of blogs.
Flickr: Flickr is an image sharing website where users interact with
each other via photo sharing under predefined categories. Specif-
ically, each user can specify a set of tags as their interests which
are considered as their attributes. Meanwhile, the main category
of images the user post is regarded as the ground truth label of
users. In the collected dataset, there are 7,575 users, 12,047 features,
239,738 social relations, and 9 classes.
ACM: This dataset is a subgraph of citation network of papers
published before 2016 in ACM organized venues. Each publication
is described by the bag-of-words features based on the abstract
and is categorized into one of the 9 predefined classes such as ma-
chine learning and data mining. In the dataset, we have 16,484
publications, 8,337 features, and 71,980 links.
5.2 Experimental Settings

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we compare
ADAPT with the following baseline methods:
• LS [14]: selects features that can best preserve the local
manifold structure of data.
• MCFS [6]: performs feature selection based on spectral anal-
ysis and sparse regression.
• GreedyFS [9]: selects features in a greedy manner by mea-
suring the reconstruction error of the data.
• LUFS [34]: selects discriminative features on the attributed
networks with the aid of extracted social dimensions.
• NetFS [24]: enables feature selection on attributed networks
with embedded network latent representation learning.
• MMOP [38]: selects features on attributed networks that can
maximally preserve the partial order preserving principle.
• GFS [37]: finds relevant features on attributed networks by
modeling network and attributes with a generative process.

Among them, LS, MCFS, GreedyFS are conventional unsupervised
feature selection methods with node attribute information only.
They respectively belong to the similarity based, sparse learning
based, and reconstruction based methods, which are the three most
widely used categories of unsupervised feature selection methods.

LUFS and NetFS exploit the link information at a coarse granularity
level via community analysis, while MMOP and GFS directly make
use of the link information for unsupervised feature selection but
treat all links equally. As these methods are from different cate-
gories, their comparisons against ADAPT could further reveal the
superiority of the developed framework.

Following the commonly adopted setting [8, 9, 14, 24, 37, 38]
in evaluating unsupervised feature selection, we assess the perfor-
mance of the developed framework in terms of clustering. Specifi-
cally, each feature selection method is first applied to select relevant
features on the attributed networks, then we perform K-means clus-
tering based on the selected features. As K-means may converge to
a local optimum, we repeat the K-means process repeatedly over 20
times and report the average clustering results. Two widely used
evaluation metrics, clustering accuracy (ACC) and normalized mu-
tual information (NMI) are used. Normally, the higher the ACC and
NMI are, the better the selected features are.

For LS and MCFS, we set the number of neighborhood size to be
5 to construct the affinity graph with the heat kernel. In GreedyFS,
the number of feature partitions is set to be 5. For MCFS, LUFS, and
NetFS, the number of clusters or pseudo labels is specified to be the
true number of classes. In ADAPT, the number of negative samples
K is specified as 5. In addition, different methods have different
sets of regularization parameters, and these parameters are often
difficult to determine in an unsupervised scenario. To have a fair
comparison between these methods, we tune these parameters via
grid search and the best average clustering results are reported.

5.3 Effectiveness of ADAPT

First, we investigate the effectiveness of the proposed ADAPT
framework by comparing the clustering performance against other
baseline methods after feature selection. The number of selected
features is varied in the range of {200, 600, 1000}. The comparison
results are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. We make the following
observations from these figures:

• The proposed ADAPT framework obtains the best clustering
performance in almost all cases w.r.t. different numbers of se-
lected features. To further validate it, we perform a pairwise
Wilcoxon signed rank test between ADAPT and baseline
methods and the results indicate that the improvement of
ADAPT is significant at the level of 0.05.
• The proposed ADAPT is superior to LUFS and NetFS which
model the network information at the community level.
Meanwhile, it also achieves better performance than MMOP
and GFS which treat all observed links equally. The improve-
ment of ADAPT over these methods corroborate the im-
portance of characterizing adaptive neighborhood structure
around each node for feature selection. As LUFS is very sen-
sitive to the noisy and incomplete network structure, its
performances are the worst among these five methods.
• LS, MCFS, and GreedyFS are conventional unsupervised
feature selection methods which only make use of the node
attribute information. Their performance is inferior to NetFS,
MMOP, and GFS in many cases. The observation supports
the assumption that network structure complement node
attribute information for feature selection.
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Figure 2: Comparisons of clustering results (ACC) of different unsupervised feature selection algorithms.
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Figure 3: Comparisons of clustering results (NMI) of different unsupervised feature selection algorithms.

• The improvement of feature selection algorithms with net-
work information (i.e., ADAPT, NetFS) over conventional

feature selection methods (i.e., LS, MCFS, GreedyFS) is rel-
atively higher on the BlogCatalog and Flickr datasets. The
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reason is that the density of networks (the ratio between the
number of edges and the number of nodes) is much higher on
these two datasets, thus network information could provide
more constraints in finding relevant features.

5.4 Convergence Analysis

Nowwe empirically show the convergence of Eq. (7) on the BlogCat-
alog and Wiki datasets in Figure 4. The observations are similar on
the other datasets and we do not list the results to save space. Here,
the mini-batch size of the stochastic gradient descent is set as 256,
the learning rate is specified with the starting value of ρ0 = 0.01
and it decays half every 10 epochs. From the figures, we can ob-
serve that the objective function value decreases very quickly at the
very beginning and converges within 20 epochs in the BlogCatalog
dataset; on the Wiki dataset, the convergence is relatively slower
but it also converges within 100 epochs. The above observations
demonstrate the effectiveness of the optimization algorithm.
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Figure 4: Convergence analysis of ADAPT.

5.5 Parameter Sensitivity Study

The proposed ADAPT framework has two important model param-
eters: (1)M controls the number of optimal neighbors around each
node for tie strength characterization; and (2) α controls the sparsity
of the feature indicator vector w. To investigate how the variation
of these two model parameters affects the feature selection perfor-
mance, we vary them among {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 10, 100, 1000}.
We only show the parameter study results on the ACM dataset (with
1000 selected features) to save space as we have similar observations
on the other datasets. Firstly, as can be observed from Figure 5, when
we vary the value ofM , the clustering performance first increases,
then reaches its peak, and then gradually decreases. It implies that
finding a suitable number of optimal neighbors around each node
could advance feature selection. Secondly, we can observe that
when the parameter α is between 0.1 and 10, the clustering per-
formance is relatively stable. Hence, it is safe to tune α in a wide
range without jeopardizing the clustering performance too much.
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Figure 5: Parameter study of ADAPT.

6 RELATEDWORK

In this work, we briefly review related work on: (1) conventional
feature selection; and (2) feature selection with networked data.
Conventional Feature Selection Feature selection is important
in alleviating the curse of dimensionality [7, 13] by finding a sub-
set of features of high quality from the original feature space and
is essentially useful when the original features are indispensable
for model interpretation and knowledge distillation. The merits
of feature selection include the improvement of learning perfor-
mance, the increase of model comprehensibility, and the reduction
of storage and computational costs. Depending on whether label
information is involved, existing methods can be broadly classified
as supervised [32] and unsupervised algorithms [1]. Supervised
feature selection directly makes use of the discriminative informa-
tion embedded in the class labels to differentiate instances from
different classes. However, in most cases, the label information is
time-consuming and expensive to obtain which motivates a surge
of research on unsupervised feature selection. Without label in-
formation in guiding the selection phase, existing efforts seek for
alternative criteria to assess the relevance of features. For example,
Laplacian Score [14] and SPEC [44] evaluate the importance of
features by their ability in preserving the data similarity structure.
Another prevalent choice is the so-called pseudo label based meth-
ods, examples that fall in this family include MCFS [6], UDFS [41],
NDFS [27], RUFS [30], and FSASL [8]. Typically, they generate
pseudo labels from data via some clustering algorithms and select
features based on their utility in predicting the pseudo labels with
sparse learning based framework. Furthermore, data reconstruc-
tion error recently emerged as a new criterion to define feature
relevance by measuring its capacity in approximating the original
data through a reconstruction function. The few existing attempts
are GreedyFS [9] and REFS [25].
Feature Selection on Networked Data A vast majority of ex-
isting feature selection methods are fundamentally based on the
data i.i.d. assumption. However, this assumption is untenable on
networked data as instances are inherently correlated. In this re-
gard, a lot of efforts have been made toward feature selection on
networked data. Gu and Han [12] first studied supervised feature
selection on networked data, in particular, a graph regularized
sparse learning framework is developed to capture the correlation
between network structure and node attributes. Tang and Liu [33]
further investigated how to find relevant features from social me-
dia data by incorporating various types of social relations, and it
was later extended to jointly find relevant instances and features
simultaneously [35] as both instances and features could be noisy.
As instances in networks could be highly idiosyncratic, Li et al. [26]
customized the feature selection process for each node on the net-
work by finding a subset of shared features and instance-specific
features. The above-mentioned attempts, however, are limited with
the use of label information, which is often tedious to obtain in
practice. LUFS [34] was among one of the first unsupervised feature
selection framework on networks. In particular, it leverages the
community structure of nodes to facilitate the selection of relevant
features, which is performed in two separate steps. Li et al. [24]
proposed a robust framework NetFS to embed the community de-
tection into feature selection, and the proposed framework is robust
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to the noise among the observed links. However, it is argued that
both LUFS and NetFS fail to take advantage of the fine-grained
link information for feature selection. Therefore, Wei et al. [37, 38]
proposed a framework based on the partial order relations among
node pairs to exploit link information directly. Our studied problem
also differs from attributed network embedding [15, 22, 40] as we
focus on finding a subset of original node features for learning,
which often gives models better readability and interpretability.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK

Two distinct but highly correlated data representations are natu-
rally observed on real-world attributed networks. In many cases,
high-dimensional nodal attributes increase the possibility of includ-
ing noisy, redundant and network topologically irrelevant features,
which hinder us to gain insights from such networks. Without the
label supervision, efforts have been made to find a subset of fea-
tures that are can be fused with network topology seamlessly for
synergistic knowledge discovery. These methods, however, over-
whelmingly exploit network structure at a rather coarse granularity,
either at a macro-level through community analysis or treating all
links equally with the partial order relations. In this regard, they
fail to capture the finer-grained tie strength information embedded
on the network, and the importance of which has been reinforced
by the sociology findings. In this paper, we make the initial in-
vestigation to develop a principled adaptive unsupervised feature
selection framework on attributed networks. Specifically, we study
how to characterize the adaptive neighborhood structure around
each node, and meanwhile, target at finding a high-quality feature
subset to generate the observed links with a probabilistic frame-
work. Additionally, to capture the inherent correlation among these
two data representations, we constrain the probability of generated
links to preserve the adaptive neighborhood structure measured
by the tie strength. To validate the effectiveness of the proposed
framework, we perform empirical evaluations on various real-world
attributed networks, the results imply that ADAPT outperforms the
state-of-the-art unsupervised feature selection methods. Further
work includes generalizing ADAPT on more complex networks
such as signed and heterogeneous attributed networks.
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